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1. Hunger Trends

2. Poverty

3. Crises

4. Nutrition
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➢Population is expected to rise from 7.3 billion in 2015 to 
9.7 billion in 2050.

➢Africa is projected to have the highest rate of population 
growth. The region is expected to rise from approximately 
1.2 billion to 2.5 billion people by 2050.

Source: UN Statistics Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs. World Population Prospects: 
The 2015 Revision
S





Year Number of Hungry

People in the World

Total World Population

1970 875 million 3.7 billion

1980 870 million 4.4 billion

1990 849 million 5.3 billion

2000 830 million 6 billion

2010 925 million 6.9 billion

2015 793 million 7.3 billion
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➢Rising incomes lead to increased demand for food in 
India, China and other countries.

➢$1.00 to $2.00 to $10.00/day

➢Obesity rates are a global epidemic, affecting both the 
developed and developing world.  Adds to food 
consumption and health challenges.  
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Website: http://faculty.maxwell.syr.edu/cbertini





➢Roles

➢Mothers

➢Cooks

➢ Income Earners

➢Teachers

➢Healthcare Providers

➢Maternity

➢Agriculture

➢Often principal adult in the 
family

➢Priorities

➢ Family well-being

➢Community

➢ Security



➢Women and girls often lack the 
same inputs, financing or 
extension.

➢The FAO estimates that closing 
the gender gap could reduce the 
current number of impoverished 
people by 100 to 150 million.

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization.  The State of Food and Agriculture 
2010-2011 Women in Agriculture.  (Rome: FAO, 2011).  





➢ Improving reproductive health

➢HIV/AIDS prevention

➢Decreased maternal and infant mortality

➢Better nutrition

➢More education

➢ Women who have been educated are more likely to educate their children.

➢ Increased productivity in agriculture

➢ Increased economic growth

➢ Every year of education can increase future wages by 10-20%.



The Catherine Bertini Trust Fund has awarded 17 grants on 4 continents

It began with the donation of my $250,000 award as a World Food Prize 
laureate, was matched by WFP, and many other donors gave to it.

It is housed at WFP/USA.org

CATHERINE BERTINI taught a graduate course on Girls Education in the 
Developing World. At least three schools and many other inputs to girls 
ed have been accomplished by former students in that course.
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➢Major steps towards increased production is the 
only way to meet future food security pressures. 

➢Not only solves hunger, but the majority of the 
world’s poor lives in rural areas. Improving the 
agricultural sector raises the incomes of the 
world’s most vulnerable.

➢World Bank studies show agricultural productivity 
is two to four times as effective at alleviating 
poverty than other sectors.
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Business Reason for Gender Understanding

(WFP experience)

• Hoes and Radios

• Cornell Wheat Rust project

• Guidance to scientists



➢Mission

➢Reach cooks

➢Ask women

➢Local women in community leadership

➢Women on staff

➢Women and policies in partner organizations



Website: http://faculty.maxwell.syr.edu/cbertini
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Project 

Recommendations

• Think people and how crops help them

• Work toward specific goals

• Build interactive projects – think beyond production 

• Think through - in advance - health, nutrition, 

agriculture - gender implications of all projects

• Establish broad mission

• Train scientists/researchers on gender and nutrition 

inclusion

• Set guidelines, expectations, and accountability



• New Crops

• Adaptability

• Taste

• Presentation

• Time, resources, and energy to cook

• Adoption Education

• Nutritional impact



Dr. Maria Andrade, Dr. Robert Mwanga, 

Dr. Jan Low, & Dr. Howarth Bouis



➢Research
➢ Always collect gender-disaggregated data

➢ Always listen first to people who will be impacted

➢ Consider more post harvest research

➢Projects
➢ Consider gender implications from the beginning

➢ Listen to community needs first

➢Education
➢ Creative extension

➢ Support of girls




